
 

PRODUCT INFORMATION AND CARING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 

ECOCHAIR, LILLI SIDE TABLE, LINEN CUSHION AND PICNIC PRODUCTS   

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USE  

Material 
EcoFurn products are made of solid wood. Wood is a natural material and each product is unique. 
Variation in wood is normal. 

EcoFurn products are made of wood of Nordic origin only. No raw materials from fragile rain forests 
are used. The wood we use is bought only from managed forests and from sources that either have 
FSC certificate or can specify the location of the wood material provided. We only use wood, which is 
grown by obeying areal and/or national laws and/or instructions. 

Care of wooden parts 

Wooden parts of the products must be oiled regularly using a good quality wood oil. Use an oil that is 
meant for outdoor use and contains a UV-filter. Exceptions: products made of Siberian larch do not 
need oiling – however, if the product is constantly kept in direct sunlight, minor cracks can be avoided 
by oiling the wooden parts. For painted products (like the white EcoChair) we recommend 
unassembling, cleaning and sanding before re-painting.  

Clean the wooden parts regularly with a damp cloth or soft brush, and clean thoroughly before 
putting into storage. If needed, also oilen before storage.  

The products are designed to be used indoors and outdoors. Exposure to rain and direct sunlight will 
increase the need for maintenance. Exceptions: Products made of oak, which are recommended for 
inside use and use in covered areas only. 

Note about black products 

Note also, that the colour of the black products is very intense. There will be some black colour dust 
on the surface of the product, which causes fingers to get coloured when assembling.  

Use protective underlay (for example the packing carton) and gloves or wash hands after assembly. 
Wipe the product with moistured (not wet) cloth after assembling and leave it dry for a while. For the 
first times of use, be careful with white clothes and light-colored textiles. 

Hemp Ropes and assembly 

EcoChair and Lilli foot stool/side table are assembled with natural hemp rope only, no metal or 
plastic parts have been used.  

Hemp ropes loosen during use. It is very important to tighten the ropes regularly, otherwise there is 
a risk of collapsing and/or breaking the chair’s legs. Ropes must also be inspected regularly, and 
changed when needed. When changing the ropes, assembly instructions must be followed strictly 
and all the parts of the product placed exactly as they were and according to the instructions.  

When unfolding the EcoChair, ensure that the back and seat rest on the chair leg (like in the pictures 
“Position 1” and “Position 2”). Tighten the ropes.  
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Linen cushions 

Linen cushion for EcoChair is made of 100 % linen (cover) and polyester microfibre (filling). It is 
machine washable in 30 C degrees - laundry bag and hand wash program must be used, so that the 
hemp ropes will not ruin the machine. 

Broken or damaged products 

With coniferous trees (pine and spruce), there is a minor but natural risk of resin. If the resin shall 
appear, follow the instructions on our internet site: www.ecofurn.eu/instructions. 

If a part of EcoChair gets broken, there is a possibility to change a spare part. For changing the spare 
part, please see the pictures and/or assembling video that can be found: 
www.ecofurn.eu/instructions. Follow the instructions carefully.  

Further Important notes about EcoFurn products 

Lilli side table/foot rest is meant to be used as a side table/ foot rest only. Do not sit on the Lilli side 
table.  

Do not sit on the edge of the EcoChair. Doing so may cause it to tip over. Do not let children play, 
hang or climb on EcoFurn products. Adults are responsible for children using EcoFurn products.  

The weight limit for the EcoChair is strictly 140 kgs.  

Do not wash the product with harsh chemicals or apply any chemical except wood oil on the product. 
Do not glue the parts and do not reassemble with nails, pins or screws.  

Do not remove any part of the product. It needs all of its parts to be usable and safe. Do not use 
EcoFurn product or it’s parts for any other purpose than intended. When using the product, take 
into consideration the using area and environment.  
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